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the Peshwah seized some of the family of the Guikowar and of
Dhab&ree, and imprisoned them in a hill fort, he afterwards
treacherously attacked and plundered the Guikowar's camp, and
seizing Damajee himself, placed him m confinement in the city
of Poonah Before he would listen to any overtures for the
lelease of his prisoner, the Peshwah bound him down by the
strongest securities , he fixed a sum of fifteen lakhs of rupees
as an acquittance for the amount then due , he also exacted a
bond for an equal partition both of the districts then held by the
Guikowar family in Goozerat, and of all future conquests
Damajee agreed to give up half the territory, and, after deduct-
ing his expenses, to render a fair account of half the surplus m
situations where tribute, shares of revenue, contributions, or
prize property were realized He also engaged to maintain ten
thousand horse, and to assist the Peshwah when necessary , to
pay, as the lieutenant of Dhabaree, an annual tribute of five
lakhs and twenty thousand rupees for his share of the Goozerat
province , to contribute annually a certain sum for the support
of the raja's establishment, to aid the Peshwah in establishing
garrisons in the districts ceded by this agreement, and finally,
to join in enforcing their mutual claims to tribute over the whole
peninsula of Soorashtra Rughoonath Row, or Raghoba, the
younger brother of the Peshwah, now made an expedition into
Goozerat with the view of completing the general arrangements
comprehended in the settlements with Damajee Guikowar, and
that chieftain, having been released, joined him with his aimy
soon after he entered the province They proceeded togethei
levying tribute, and reducing the country, and their progress
was not interrupted until they arrived under the walls of
Ahmedabad
The capital of Goozerat was then in the hands of Juwan
Murd Khan Babee, an officer originally appointed to the charge
of the Mogul quarter by the brother of the deceased, Momin
Khan, but who, during the confinement of Damajee, had
usurped the whole power of the city, permitting, however, the
realization of the Guikowar's dues Juwan Murd Khan was
absent at Pahlunpoor when the confederated Maliratta chiefs
appeared before AJhmedabad, He returned m time to save
the city from being carried by escalade, and Tiis presence com-

